To nexinlze the distance beyond the atmosphere at which the standard 1-Kt x-ray source can be detected, the photoDeters must have large llght-collectlcc areas, 1^., entrance pupils. They must also have rarrow spectral paesbands^ for two reasons: to limit the noise signal« produced by fljctuatlcr.s
In the detection of background light during daylight operatlco, and to obtain the spectrtn recogr-itlon required to discriminate false signals such t s those produced by lightning» In practice, given size cr coat Ualtatlans, a vide-nngle lens for use in an all-sky photometer cannot be designed to oaxlmire the entrance-pupil area and to minimize the spectrnl bandwidth simultaneously« A coopropilse design must be used which, far example, maximizes the entrancepupil area while widening the spectral passband as little as possible. Another possible suXatlcn is to maximize the entrance pupil and then determine how broader-tban-optlmum spectral passbands can be employed.
Three designs of all-sky lenses are evaluated in this report. One is the original IASL lens* designed for the lAAFDS; two are seconl-generation deslgns**f'ff z which have been proposed for use in extended-range detection systems, or far dlscrlmlnatloc purposes, cr both, nielr effective entrancepupil areas, for on-axls rays, and spectral passband curves for on-f.nd off-axis rays are reported.
A /alue purported to be the effective entrancepupil area of the original lASL-designed all-sky lens has been used to derive the effective collection area at 391l* k for a lAATOS evaluation. This evaluation ccnpriseB measurements of the dependence of the response of all-sVy photoneters on parameters of the lenses used in them. The term "response" Is used to mean "output," whatever the units. Care was exercised to minimize the dependence of the results on the associated photooeter conponents. The data required for the evaluation are presented in three parts: the criteria by which photcneter perfanaence is related to lens parameters (Section II)> descriptions of the lenses (Section III); and the measurement techniques and result« (Section IV).
II. FHOI'(MTER-RERFC«».rCE CKITEF.IA
There are two caislderations by which photoroeters designed for use ti the IMFDS or similar systems can be evalt«ted. First,, the signal-to-nolse ratio should be as large as possible. The parameters which affect signal-to-noise ratio depend on the type of spectrum to be detected and on the optical environment, and include entrance-pupil srea, field of view, and details of the spectral passbaiV. Second, the responses to sources with different spectra, i.e., air fluorascence vs lightning, must be sufficiently and consistently dlffereafc so that the source spectro can be recognized and the sources differentiated on the basis of the photometer response. Relsvant photoiteter characteristics are details of the spectral passband; Its width, shift, and uniformity of shape as a function of Incidence angle. Table I To a first approximation, the brcadening of the filter rassband by the lens has no effect on the wavelength integral of the passband.
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The effective entrance-pupil are« for a continuum source on the lens axis is therefore given by the filter- 
B. Evaluation of ?fcssbanil Characteristics
In Section II the desirable pajsband characteristics were listed, and possible causes of response ambiguities were discussed. These criteria will now be used to evaluate the results of the me' surements. 
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